Let’s Play
Guidelines from the Miramagia team
A “Let’s Play” is a digital video posted on YouTube or a similar platform which shows
a player playing a computer game and where players can comment on their actions
while playing. Players must obtain the consent of the copyright holder to create a
Let’s Play video, as content will be shown that is protected by copyright and
trademark rights.
We, the Miramagia team, are always delighted when our games inspire commitment,
enthusiasm and creativity from players. We are therefore happy for you to create a
Let’s Play video for Miramagia and publish it on a video platform like YouTube.
However, please note that the following conditions apply:
(1)

You may only make your Let’s Play video available on YouTube or similar
platform so that it is free to access for everybody. Explicit consent must be
obtained from the Miramagia team for any other use.

(2)

Please add a link to your Let’s Plays that takes users direct to the Miramagia
homepage.

(3)

If the video portal on which you would like to place your Let’s Plays is offering
a partner program where you can benefit from advertising revenue, you may
participate. However, any additional commercial use arising from such is not
permitted without the explicit consent of Travian Games.

(4)

Please create your Let’s Play in such a way that it is clear to viewers that this
is not an official Travian Games or Miramagia video.

(5)

Modify protected game content only in an appropriate manner at all times.

(6)

Your Let’s Play may contain no information on how to circumvent the game
rules or how to violate the Travian Games General Terms and Conditions
either overtly or covertly. In particular, the Let’s Play shall not show how users
can exploit any bugs in the game.

(7)

Only incorporate content in your Let’s Play videos that does not infringe third
party rights.

(8)

Please do not include abusive, harassing, violent, inflammatory, sexist,
obscene, pornographic, racist or morally reprehensible statements, statements
that glorify violence or any other offensive or prohibited content.

(9)

You shall allow us to post your videos on our sites, on the various social
networks, i.e. Facebook, or to link to them.

Travian Games reserves the right to revoke the rights of use granted hereby at any
time and without providing grounds for such revocation and to adapt and modify
these guidelines at any time.
We hope you have lots of fun creating your Let’s Play!
Your Miramagia Team
Travian Games GmbH
Wilhelm-Wagenfeld-Straße 22
80807 Munich
Munich District Court, HRB 173511
CEO: Lars Janssen
Email: protest@traviangames.com
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